
30+ investors pre-commit to investing $150K+
into at least one local tech company 

 
Simple application process for companies

(pitch deck + a few questions) 
 

Education opportunities for all applicants 
 

Investors screen applications and select the 20
most promising deals 

 
Top 20 companies pitch in front of a live

audience + undergo due diligence
 

Top 5 companies build a data room, negotiate
deal terms + pitch at the TNT Summit—a half

day event with additional panel discussions 
 

Investors select one company for investment,
and most often make additional side deals 

Startup TNT is dedicated to improving access to capital for early-stage tech companies. We do this by
increasing the pool of professional early-stage investors, educating entrepreneurs on fundraising best
practices, and facilitating lasting relationships between both parties.

Our investment summits make raising capital fun, fast and efficient. We offer early-stage tech companies
the chance to receive $150,000+ in seed funding while learning how to negotiate deal terms and manage
the due diligence process in a friendly, casual atmosphere. 

It’s not a pitch competition, it’s deal screening made better. Our group of angel investors pre-commit
to investing in at least one company, and the process—from application to syndication—takes only
eight weeks. Companies receive insightful feedback and all applicants are offered educational
opportunities to increase their chances of raising funding in the future. 



Not only do you have a chance of receiving $150,000+ in seed funding, but you can expect to:

• Gain access to a growing network of more than 130 angel investors from the Startup TNT community
• Gain confidence talking to investors and communicating your company’s unique value
• Learn how to build a data room and manage the deal screening process
• Receive valuable feedback from our group of qualified investors
• Increase your visibility and accelerate your investments
• Expose your company to a supportive community of enablers that can help you scale

After participating in the inaugural TNT Summit,
Future Fields raised $600,000 in seed funding and
was accepted to Y Combinator — where it closed
a second, oversubscribed seed round.

Co-founder and CEO Lejjy Gafour said that TNT
was pivotal to the success of the raises. The
friendly environment helped the company
develop its pitch and address any gaps in due
diligence. “You might never know why you never
heard back [from other investors],” Lejjy told
Taproot Edmonton. “In the case of Startup TNT,
it’s safe to ask [questions].

Future Fields received a $60,000 investment
from TNT Summit investors. The capital was
leveraged against an IRAP grant to hire the
company’s second employee. Another hire
can be traced back directly to Startup TNT.
Chris Fetterly, who helped organize the first
TNT Summit, was so impressed by Future
Fields that he quit his job to join the fledgling
biotech firm.

Since then, the company has tripled in size,
been accepted into the GreenSTEM program
and started shipping its first commercial
product.

Listen to the interview by Taproot Edmonton

https://presents.taprootedmonton.ca/episodes/igniting-innovation-future-fields
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Local companies with global ambitions
 

Those raising money to scale operations
 

Pre-revenue and revenue-generating
companies are welcome

 
Those willing to learn and receptive to

feedback
 

Must be able to commit 2-3 hrs/week to
due diligence (coffee meetings, review of

corporate documents, pitch nights)
 

Desire to help grow our amazing
community of entrepreneurs!

WHO SHOULD APPLY?

We welcome both new and seasoned angel investors to join the Startup TNT Investment Summit. The
ideal TNT investor is eager to meet new people and learn new things. They have a desire to grow the
local tech community and support local startups.

Interested? Apply here

TIMELINE

Applications close

Top 20 selection

Pitch night

Top 5 selection

TNT Summit

SEP 21

SEP 28

OCT 7

NOV 4

NOV 18

Light DD/coffee meetings

Entrepreneur education DD/negotiations

Want to learn more? Check out these FAQs

https://www.startuptnt.com/apply
https://www.startuptnt.com/faq

